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Abstract— The electrical power systems are extremely huge
and complex networks. By which in many countries and
nations continuous an uninterrupted power supplies still a
necessary factor. Due to which the electrical load may get
damage. Our project mainly focuses the monitoring of EB
source and alternate source (generator) through
microcontroller. The power failure and generators fault is
monitored to take reflex action and trips the supply to load
through a relay. The monitoring parameters of generator
like Fuel level, Oil level, Temperature, Current, Voltage
regulations are informed to the authorized personnel
through GSM in mode of SMS that alerts the person for fault
occurred. These data’s can be stored in the EEPROM
memory port.
Keywords— Microcontroller (PIC16F877A), GSM Modem
(sim900), fuel Level sensor (fuel gauge), Temperature
sensors (LM35)

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED METHOD

Fig. 1: Block diagram for proposed method
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of generators is very mandatory now-a-days for the
essential outcome of the load by giving the continuous and
uninterrupted supply of power to the load. These generators
are widely used for this purpose in almost in all the sectors
for efficacy. But still there are some of the drawbacks
encountered by the operators and the owners i.e., fuel theft,
generator maintenance, capturing real time data, data
collection and analysis issues and more over human
dependencies becomes an vital issue.
Through
the
implementation of the Microcontroller with programmed
chip the major difficulties on operating the generator can be
minimized. This system becomes valuable when the power
failures, interrupted supply of power etc., occurs. Sensors
for each electrical parameter are set and it displays the
situation of the generator instantly using the PIC controller.
Relayed circuit is ensured for the tripping process on supply
to the load to protect the load for being damaged when any
type of fault occurred.
This project is backboned with the GSM
technology, where all the instant data from the generator set
is transmitted to the mobile phone through message service,
where authorized person will handle with the information
intimated him via mobile. Information like fuel level,
temperature, oil level, voltage and current can be
transmitted.
The system provides the solution to the complex
wired network by remotely controlled benefits. Thus
whenever the fault encoded by the controller kit the
intimation to the mobile is sent immediately and the reflex
action can be performed by the personnel to fix the problem
to run the generator in a steady state

III. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Figure.1. shows the system has two main divisions of
hardware and software sections. The data’s and the fault in
the hardware section is optimised and send information to
the mobile through GSM by the software module. Hardware
is the combination of the diesel generator, relay, current
transformer, potential transformer; sensors are vital for the
system to perform our projections and the software of
programmed PIC controller which compare the values in the
hardware and informs the authorised person through GSM
communication
IV. FLOW OF PROCESS
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Fig. 2: Flow of process

V. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

Fig. 3: Simulation circuit for Power supply
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Fig. 4: Simulation circuit for sensors and diesel generator
Figure 3 represents the purpose of 5V power
supply is to provide supply for the microcontroller unit
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
(MCU). Power supply is supplied with a single step down
transformer. In both these power supplies the 230V input
supply is stepped down by the step down transformer. In the
next stage it is converted in to dc 5V by using a bridge
rectifier.
Figure 4 represent the simulation of sensors for
diesel generator. Sensors like oil level, fuel level,
temperature sensor, current transformer and potential
transformer sensor are used. Values for these sensors are
pre-defined using the controller kit. It senses the value of all
parameters continuously and detects the fault when
generator parameter increases or decreases to the standard
value. These values are compared by the microcontroller
and send the intimation through GSM.
The proposed method of the system to control
diesel generator. PIC (Peripheral Interface Controller) series
microcontroller has been enhanced where the sensor sends
Fig. 5: Output for Power supply
the current value of the generator parameter and PIC
controller compares the value and displayed. When EB
source is not available GENSET is automatically runs to
substitute the power supply .The PIC16F877A controller
transmits the data’s collected to the mobile through GSM.
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VII. CONCLUSION
This project is very much useful in the freedom of the
operator for the betterment of the monitoring of the
generator through GSM. The proposed system is well
constrained, flexible and secured tool which offers the
service at anywhere and anytime. Embedded controllers
with PIC controllers are capable of monitoring, controlling
and sensing the parameters of generator. This system
provides the information of the generator is in normal or
abnormal condition using GSM communication. This
embedded controller has a wide scope of application on
home appliance, industrial projects etc
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